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Why graphite? 

§  A key structural material in advanced nuclear reactors for 
electricity and process heat generation   

§  Moderator & reflector to slow down fast neutrons 
•  Fast neutron flux reduce exponentially with distance → 

thermal flux↑ 
•  Neutron flux and thermal gradient → internal deformations 

§  Typical components – quite intricate 
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Advanced designs – heading to Gen IV 

§  HTR development: Dragon (OECD), AVR, THTR 
§  Peach Bottom, Fort St Vrain 
§  HTR-10, China;  
§  HTTR, Japan 
§  PBMR development, S. Africa 
§  HTR-PM development, China 
§  Other HTR concepts: France, Russia, USA, NGNP (Areva) 
§  VHTR 

All HTRs use graphite as reflector. Prismatic core design 
employs graphite for fuel matrix; pebble-bed design employs 
graphite in fuel ball matrix 
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Example graphite reactor – AGR 

§  Operating temp. ~400oC 
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Example graphite reactor – HTR-10 
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Example graphite reactor – HTR-PM 

§  Operating temp. ~750oC, potentially 900oC 
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Harsh environment inside HTGR 

§  Working environment 
•  Pressure of He : 11-70 bar 
•  Temperature: Inlet temp. >250oC; outlet temp. >700oC 
•  Oxidants: leaking water and air 
•  Radiation: neutrons  

§  Material property change induced by irradiation 
•  Internal shrink stress 
•  Thermal stress 
•  Irradiation-induced swelling:  

•  Reduction of modulus, strength, etc. 
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Why iso-statically moulded graphite 
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•  High strength 

•  High reliability  

•  Good thermal conductivity  

•  Large components possible 

•  Delicate features possible 

•  Tend to be more brittle 
•  Low crack propagation resistance 
•  High sensitivity on flaw 
•  Fatigue could be concerned 
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Opportunity and Methodology 
x1026 n/m2) doses representative 
of HTGR operating temperatures 
between 300 and 900 °C. The 
existing irradiation programme 
from which this project will benefit 
is shown in Figure 2; it is 
scheduled to start in 2015, with 
the first batch of data and 
irradiated graphites available in 
the later part of the year or early 
2016, so the time-scale of the 
screening and medium-dose 
irradiation fits this project very well. 
The primary measures of 
irradiation performance for 
screening will be the irradiation 
dimensional change, dynamic Young’s modulus and coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) under 
all proposed fluences at 900°C. Thermal diffusivity and electrical properties will also be measured.  
The post irradiation testing will be done at the hot cell and Low-Activation Materials Design and 
Analysis laboratory (LAMDA) in ORNL, with additional measurements of, mechanical properties 
(flexural strength and fracture toughness). Sinosteel and ORNL will provide the consortium with 
access to these data and also the irradiated graphites. ORNL will also provide the consortium with 
access to the facilities in LAMDA, for characterisation by HR-TEM, nanoindentation and Raman 
spectroscopy. Focused ion beam (FIB) milling is available at LAMDA for extraction of samples for 
local characterisation. Irradiations by heavy ions will be done at the GSI Helmholtz Centre for 
Heavy Ion Research. Heavy ion irradiation is an effective method of evaluating the dimension 
stability of graphite and can penetrate to depths up to millimeters 39 , quite sufficient for 
micromechanical testing.     The effects of the heavy ion-irradiations will be directly compared with 
the outcomes of the ORNL neutron irradiation programme, and also lower energy ion irradiations 
(µm penetration) performed at the Surrey Ion Beam Facility in the UK. 
2.2 Modelling of radiation damage 
The work here will address a gap in knowledge of modelling of dimensional change of graphite 
crystals under irradiation. The aim is to develop large scale atomistic simulation models that can be 
validated by the experimental work in the project that will explain the link between the 
microstructure, observed before and after irradiation, and the change in material properties. 
There has been a large amount of work carried out using ab initio calculations to explain defect 
structures in graphite and the role played by basal plane dislocations40. Similarly, finite element 
methods have been used to simulate irradiation-induced property changes, namely dimensional 
and Young’s modulus; both property changes were shown to be dependent upon the filler particle 
dimensional changes and the accommodation porosity41 
What has been missing is an atomistic model that can capture the complex microstructure while at 
the same time being able to identify mechanisms responsible for radiation damage. Classical 
Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations can do this. Such simulations are essential for the basic 
understanding of nuclear graphite materials over these length scales, and will explain the effects of 
the meso-scale structures within filler particles and also the binder. 
Early work at Loughborough using MD concentrated on investigating mainly surface effects in 
graphite, such as sputtering9 and nanoindention5,6, although displacement energy thresholds were 
also evaluated12. In addition, the Tersoff and Brenner bond order potentials42 were modified to 
include a pair term acting between non-covalently bonded atoms to give the correct interlayer 
spacing12. Recently, an ERASMUS student report43 also investigated collision cascades with the 
Tersoff and Brenner potentials in a perfect graphite structure and energies of the primary knock-on 
atom (PKA) ranging from 200 eV to 2 keV. The main conclusion was that both models showed that 
the cascades did not produce a thermal spike as in metals; instead the cascades were 
characterised by branching and channelling in the graphite crystal. Interlayer interstitial defects 
were produced and the bond angle distributions after irradiation were better modelled using the 
Tersoff potential than the Brenner, although other carbon potentials have more recently been 
developed with better properties 44 . Rather surprisingly similar conclusions regarding cascade 
structure had already been predicted in the literature of the 1960’s45. 
In the early 1990s, simulations were carried out using at most only a few hundred thousand atoms. 
However, advances in computer technology and modelling techniques since then have meant that 
more representative simulations may now be carried out on systems in boxes of size 50 nm3 (~15 
million atoms) or larger. This is large enough to capture much of the complex microstructure of 
nuclear graphite crystals that has been absent from the dynamic atomistic simulations carried out 
to date. The complexities of the mesostructure on the nanometre scale mean that it will be 

 
Figure 2. Gantt chart of Sinosteel/ORNL irradiation 
programme.  Year 1 is 2015.  
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Sinosteel/ORNL Irradiation Programme (Year 1 = 2015) 
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SINOSTEEL	
•  Producer	of	graphite	for	the	

Chinese	HTR-PM	programme,		
•  Funding	the	irradiaLons	at	

ORNL	to	select	graphites	

UK	UNIGRAF	

Eight Graphites (different Filler and  Binder) 
•  Characterisation over length scales: 

•  Dimensional change, Young’s modulus, thermal 
expansion, tensile strength, toughness 

•  HRTEM, nano-indentation, Raman, EELS 
•  Modelling at the meso-scale 

•  MD atomistic simulations (up to ~50 nm3) to predict 
physical and mechanical properties 

•  Testing at the meso-scale 
•  In situ nano-indentation, pillar compression and Nano-XCT 
•  In situ TEM testing with DIC and diffraction strain 

measurement  

Up to 14 x 1021 n cm-2 at 900°C 

>1 x 1022 n cm-2 at 300-900°C 

Crystal	and	
microstructure	
characterisation	

Modelling	 Nuetron/heavy	
ion	irradiation	

Nanoindentation	
damage

Micro-scale	testing	of	
properties

Understanding	irraditation	
performance	of	graphite	

with	different	
microstructure	features



Samples and methods 
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•  8 grades of nuclear graphite 
•  Isostatically pressure-moulded 
•  Different in coke size, amount of binder, sources of raw 

materials, impregnation/graphitisation conditions, density, porosity 
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Progress 

•  RA on microstructure characterisation at L’boro started in March 

2016 

•  RA on microscale testing at Bristol/Oxford started in August 2016 

•  RA on modelling at L’boro started in September 2016 

•  Heavy ion irradiate graphite done by GSI 

•  All virgin graphite samples are ready  

•  1st batch of neutron irradiated graphite at 900oC is available now, 

and 2nd batch in April 2017.  
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Fracture surface of virgin iso-graphite 
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FIB Sample preparation workflow 

1. Deposition of protective 
layer 

2. Trench production and 
cross-section cleaning 

3. Tilt and cut off lamella 

4. Transfer to TEM grid 



Microstructure of binder 
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1.  Graphitised area/
particle shows 
Mrozowski 
cracking 

2.  Chaotic structure 
3.  Quinoline 

insoluble 
4.  Crack 

Virgin sample #2, 
STEM-BF 

2 

4 

1 
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Ca ion irradiated graphite 

Ca1e11 Ca1e11 
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Ca ion irradiated graphite 

•  Electron energy loss spectroscopy 
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Molecular dynamic modelling the neutron 
knock on effect in graphite 
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EELS simulations on vacancies & interstitials	

§  Goal:  
•  Understand how many and what kind of defects in a 

graphite 
•  Provide scientific base for de-convoluting EELS spectrum 

§  Method:  
•  Use DFT to simulate EELS spectrum on graphite systems 

•  DFT code: CASTEP (http://www.castep.org/) 
•  Provide coordinates of a graphite system 
•  Yield EELS spectrum for each atom in the system	



EELS spectrum with 1 vacancy	

Vacancy	

§  Little effect on atoms 
which are far away 
from the vacancy.  

§  Spectrums for atoms 
close to the vacancy 
(shaded) are quite 
different from others. 



EELS spectrum with 1 interstitial (1)	

Intersti
tial	

§  There are many kinds 
of interstitials. In some 
cases, the interstitials 
have little effect on 
other atoms.  

§  The spectrum for 
some interstitial atoms 
is well separated from 
others. 



Multi-scale deformation & fracture (by Liu etc.) 

14th	–	17th	September,	2015	 INGSM-16,	NoUngham	22	

§  Nano-scale (in situ neutron diffraction) 

§  Lattice strain is an order of magnitude less than bulk strain, i.e. the 
microstructure accommodates the local strain 

§  Non-linear relation at higher tensile strain 
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•  Nano-scale (in situ X-ray and neutron diffraction) 
•  Different part of the 

microstructure accommodates 
different amount of strain, i.e. 
compliance variance across 
the loaded volume 

Non-uniform strain distribution 

•  Local strain concentration 
•  Local damage initiation 

Section of spherical particle ~ 1 mm dia. Courtesy of Dr. Vertyagina (Oxford University)  

INGSM-16,	NoUngham	

Multi-scale deformation & fracture (by Liu etc.) 
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§  Micro-scale (in situ micro-cantilever testing) 

•  System calibrated using Si; 

•  Larger deformation than 
macro-scale 

•  Progressive fracture 

•  Unload leads to permanent 
deformation 

Prior to fracture 

4 µm 4 µm 

4 µm 1 µm 

Fracture 

Unload with permanent 
deformation 

Deflection of crack path 

INGSM-16,	NoUngham	

Multi-scale deformation & fracture (by Liu etc.) 


